As these of you who ordered reprinted Infinity issues 2, 3, 5 and 6 will know, these reprints are slightly heavier, glossier and more colourful than the originals, reflecting the higher price of a short print run (just 200 copies and that's your lot). Here's the link https://thedarksidemagazine.com/.../infinity-presents-50-ama.../ Now back in print, though in a very limited edition, this best-selling magazine covers the history of Doctor Who with a host of amazing articles, interviews and reviews. A copy of this rare volume is in the possession of Mr. Douce, who, with his accustomed liberality, permitted my able and excellent friend, Mr. John James Park, to draw up the following account of it for the present volume. To "The Epistle dedicatory" of this impression, the initials (or such like) of dedicatee's name only are given, for, says the dedicator, "I know no fame can redound unto you by these mean essays, which were written, Ocium magis foventes, quam studentes glor...", as sheapheards play upon their oaten pipes, to recreate themselves, not to get credit." For example, his slioce bay coat hee tooke from the chesnut; his necke from the rainbow, which perhaps make him rain so wel.